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TIP: Before you write on any cards, prepare some in advance by using your flash card template as a guide to punch a
hole in the upper left corner of each card (if you’re keeping your cards on a ring).
NOUNS
On the front of the flash card (the blank side), write the
Latin Nominative singular and Genitive singular forms
of the noun in large print. In the upper right corner, use
your flash card template as a guide to mark off the area
to color (use solid pink for 1st Declension, solid blue for
2nd Declension, solid red for 3rd Declension, solid green
for 4th Declension, and solid orange for 5th Declension):

VERBS
On the front of the flash card (the blank side), write the
four principal parts (present, infinitive, perfect, perfect
participle) of the Latin verb in large print. In the upper right
corner, use your flash card template as a guide to mark
off the area to color (use a pink stripe for 1st Conjugation,
a blue stripe for 2nd Conjugation, a red stripe for 3rd
Conjugation, and a light green stripe for 4th Conjugation):

❍

❍

terra, terrae

On the back of the flash card (the ruled side), write the
English translations for each noun form. Under that, list
the Declension to which the noun belongs and its gender
(use F for feminine, M for masculine, and N for neuter).
In the bottom left corner, write the lesson number for that
vocabulary word. Be sure to record any special information
noted in the vocabulary lists — including whether a noun
takes a different form in the plural:

laudo,
laudare,
laudavi,
laudatus

On the back of the flash card (the ruled side), write the
English translations for each verb principal part. Under
that, list the Conjugation to which the verb belongs.
In the bottom left corner, write the lesson number for
that vocabulary word. Be sure to record any special
information noted in the vocabulary lists — including
whether a verb is transitive or intransitive:

❍

❍
I praise,
to praise,
I praised,
praised (having been praised)

land, earth;
of the land, earth
1st Declension; F

1st Conjugation; transitive
Lesson 9
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ADJECTIVES
On the front of the flash card (the blank side), write the
Latin Nominative singular and Genitive singular forms of
the adjective in all three genders (masculine, feminine,
and neuter). In the upper right corner, use your flash card
template as a guide to mark off the area to color (use a
dark green stripe for 1st/2nd Declensions, and an orange
stripe for 3rd Declension):

PRONOUNS
On the front of the flash card (the blank side), write the
Latin Nominative singular and Genitive singular forms
of the pronoun in large print. In the upper right corner, use
your flash card template as a guide to mark off the area
to color (use solid pink for all pronouns, which do not
belong to declensions):

❍

❍

magnus, magni;
magna, magnae;
magnum, magni

ego, mei

On the back of the flash card (the ruled side), write the
English translation of the adjective. Underneath, list the
Declension(s) to which the adjective belongs and the three
genders in order (use M for masculine, F for feminine, and
N for neuter). In the bottom left corner, write the lesson
number for that vocabulary word. Be sure to note any
special information noted in the vocabulary lists — including whether an adjective takes a particular noun case:

On the back of the flash card (the ruled side), write the
English translations for each pronoun form. In the bottom
left corner, write the lesson number for that vocabulary
word. Be sure to record any special information noted
in the vocabulary lists and Grammar book — including
whether a pronoun is personal (first, second, or third
person), possessive, and/or reflexive:

❍

❍

great, large

I,
of me

1st/2nd Declensions; M, F,and N
First Person Pronoun
Lesson 8

Lesson 11
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OTHER WORDS
On the front of the flash card (the blank side), write the
Latin preposition, adverb, conjunction, or interjection. In
the upper right corner, use your flash card template as a
guide to mark off the area to color (use solid yellow for all
of these words):

❍

cum

On the back of the flash card (the ruled side), write the
English translation for the vocabulary word. Under that,
list the word’s part of speech (preposition, adverb,
conjunction, or interjection). In the bottom left corner,
write the lesson number for that vocabulary word.
Be sure to note any special information noted in the
vocabulary lists — including whether a preposition takes
a particular noun case:

❍
with
Preposition with Ablative
Lesson 2
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